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Abstract 
We present novel non-parametric representation math for local pseudopotentials (PP) based on Gaussian 
Process Regression (GPR). Local pseudopotentials are needed for materials simulations using Orbital-
Free Density Functional Theory (OF-DFT) to reduce computational cost and to allow kinetic energy 
functional (KEF) application only to the valence density. Moreover, local PPs are important for the 
development of accurate KEFs for OF-DFT as they are only available for a limited number of elements. 
We optimize local PPs of tin (Sn) using GP regression to reproduce the experimental lattice constants of 
α- and β-Sn, the energy difference between these two phases as well as their electronic structure and 
charge density distributions, which are obtained with Kohn-Sham Density Functional Theory employing 
semi-local PPs. The use of a non-parametric GPR-based PP representation avoids difficulties associated 
with the use of parametrized functions and has the potential to construct an optimal local PP independent 
of prior assumptions. The GPR-based Sn local PP results in well-reproduced bulk properties of α- and β-
tin, and electronic valence densities similar to those obtained with semi-local PP.  
KEYWORDS: machine learning, pseudopotential, Gaussian process regression, orbital-free density 
functional theory, tin. 
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Introduction 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a workhorse method of modern computational material science for 
atomic-scale modeling. Its foundation, the so-called Hohenberg-Kohn theorems,1 states that the total 
energy of a system, and therefore other physical observables, can be computed as a functional of the 
ground state electronic density and is minimized in the presence of an external potential. However, early 
attempts to compute non-trivial systems such as molecules with a functional of only the density n(r) (such 
as the Thomas Fermi model)2,3 were unsuccessful. Introducing orbitals into the evaluation of the kinetic 
energy, resulting in the Kohn-Sham (KS) formalism,4 has set the path for the success of DFT. With the 
Kohn-Sham (KS) ansatz, non-interacting kinetic energy is used:   
 
𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛 = ∑ ⟨𝜑𝑖|?̂?|𝜑𝑖⟩
𝑁
𝑖       (1) 
 
where ?̂? = −
1
2
Δ is the kinetic energy operator and 𝜑𝑖 are the orbitals of a system with N electrons. While 
this formulation has practical advantages such as explicit accessibility of (KS) orbitals and of the band 
structure and the possibility to include fractions of exact exchange (as used in hybrid functionals),5 it also 
sets numerical hurdles for large scale applications with a scaling of approximately O(N3).  
Today’s computational materials science with KS-DFT relies to a very significant degree on 
pseudopotentials or related schemes (such as PAW6,7), which can avoid an explicit treatment of core 
electrons. Since the early successes of pseudopotentials in computational material science, e.g., the 
formulation by Phillips and Kleinman,8 many different types of PPs9 contributed to DFT’s success due to 
reasonable transferability, i.e., they are accurate for many different materials.10 With the help of 
developments such as efficient algorithms, basis sets, and PP, the cost can be substantially reduced,11–16 
and order-N scaling in DFT codes can be achieved11,16–18 but often with large pre-factors18–20 still limiting 
routine applications of DFT to systems with few thousand and rarely more atoms, while mesoscopic 
system sizes are beyond the capabilities of KS-DFT. This leaves outside the scope of KS-DFT numerous 
phenomena which are intrinsically large-scale such as microstructure-driven properties or dynamics of 
biological systems (protein folding, transport in ion channels, etc.).  
In contrast to KS-DFT, Orbital-free Density Functional Theory (OF-DFT) computes the total energy as 
a functional of the total electronic density. Then, the total and kinetic energy do not explicitly depend on 
individual electronic orbitals but are expressed as functionals of density-dependent variables (values of 
the density or any derivatives and powers thereof). The total energy can be written in functional form as 
 
    𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =  𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛[𝑛] +  𝐸𝐻[𝑛] + 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝑛] + 𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑡   (2) 
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where energy components (Hartree energy EH, exchange-correlation energy EXC, and the energy in the 
external potential Eext) can be the same as in KS-DFT, and 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛[𝑛] is the kinetic energy functional (KEF). 
This brings OF-DFT closer to the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems than KS-DFT and it can lead to a significant 
reduction of computational cost. Near-linear scaling can be obtained with small prefactors.21,22 Because 
of the scaling advantages, OF-DFT is a promising way to circumvent the computational limitations of 
KS-DFT; with it, simulations of physical and chemical properties of large atomic structures reaching the 
mesoscopic scale can be achieved, and calculations with a few dozen thousands of atoms are feasible on 
a consumer desktop computer.  
Note that with Eq. (2) 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛[𝑛] should be equal to the non-interacting KS kinetic energy, i.e. Eq. (1), 
with correlation contributions to the kinetic energy handled via the 𝐸𝑋𝐶 term.  Modern KEFs
23–29 work 
well for systems which have relatively homogeneous densities. Larger fluctuations of the density than in 
those materials, such as in transition metals with partly occupied d-orbitals, electronic shell structure in 
an atom or with directional / covalent bonds, lead to failure of these functionals. Thus, the development 
of a universal kinetic energy functional, or even of functionals which would work well for different types 
of systems with more complicated valence structures, is still one of the most important obstacles for OF-
DFT.24,30–34 
For large-scale systems, valence properties are of interest in most cases, as core-level properties and 
core-level excitations are mostly of local nature and, if they are of interest, can usually be computed with 
small-scale models within KS-DFT. With this in mind, the core-levels can be ignored by replacing atoms 
with pseudoatoms, thereby avoiding the complicated inner shell structure with large density fluctuations 
in OF-DFT calculations. These fluctuations are still a challenge for reliable calculations with kinetic 
energy functionals, as existing approximations work best on slowly varying densities.  
Using pseudoatoms requires working with pseudopotentials. With good pseudopotentials, practically 
no sacrifices in accuracy of valence properties occur. On the other hand, most modern pseudopotentials 
were developed for KS-DFT and are non-local (or semi-local) pseudopotentials which are dependent on 
orbital angular momenta that cannot be used in OF-DFT due to the absence of orbitals. OF-DFT, therefore, 
requires accurate local pseudopotentials. Local pseudopotentials (LPP) typically reach only the accuracy 
of non-local (NLPP) and semi-local pseudopotentials (SLPP) for materials with a relatively homogenous 
electronic density such as Li, Na or Ag.35–37 This limitation results in another prominent obstacle for 
progress in OF-DFT. Accurate local PPs are not available for most elements of the periodic table. Only a 
handful of local PPs for light metals and only a couple covalent systems exists today.35,36,38–42 This not 
only limits the use of existing OF-DFT approximations but also inhibits the development of new KEFs, 
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as those are more likely to succeed if they operate on the smoother valence density. This is therefore a 
major and relatively underappreciated issue in OF-DFT development.  
Improving both local PPs and KEFs faces many challenges within the framework of OF-DFT. For 
instance, there are compounding errors because the quality of one - the local PP or the KEF - will affect 
the development and the quality of the other one. Local pseudopotentials are generally less accurate than 
non-local pseudopotentials. Here, we are concerned with constructing the best possible LPP within the 
limits imposed by the LPP approximation. 
One approach to this problem is that the construction of accurate local PPs that yield accurate valence 
properties, including atomic structures and density, should be sought outside OF-DFT. Recent 
developments of local PPs employ KS-DFT for this purpose. Carter and coworkers developed a method 
to obtain a local PP through inversion of electronic density computed with KS-DFT which produced 
accurate pseudopotentials for, e.g., Li, Mg and Al.36,39 This has, however, the disadvantage that the PP is 
derived using one DFT setup (KS-DFT with KS KEF, a specific basis set, etc.), while the local PP is used 
with another computational framework (OF-DFT with a specific KEF, density expansion, etc.). This 
results in compounding errors of KS- and OF-DFT. An alternative approach is to fit a local PP within a 
given OF-DFT setup to avoid this compounding of errors. For example, Legrain and Manzhos optimized 
the parameters of empirical functions to represent local pseudopotentials for Li, Na and Mg to fit 
observables such as structures or relative phase energies with OF-DFT.35  
While these two approaches have produced excellent local PPs for a few elements (e.g. Li, Na, Mg and 
Al), further developments of local PP based on simple parameterized functions are difficult. For instance, 
imposing a parameterized functional form may prevent achieving the best local PP, and the need for an 
initial guess (of the functional form and parameters) may exclude the best solution of an optimization 
scheme. We would like a robust approach to build PPs that is flexible enough to accommodate any PP 
shape, to circumvent any form of error propagation, and is independent of an initial guess/assumption. 
This approach could also include the use of reliable experimental and theoretical data (such as structures, 
electron densities, etc.) to construct local PP. 
In this work, we use machine learning of a parameter-free PP representation to achieve this goal. 
Machine learning has become a promising tool in computational material science for materials discovery 
and pre-screening for, e.g., pharmaceuticals,43,44 representing potential energy surfaces45,46 as well as in 
electronic structure.47–54 Here, we employ Gaussian Process Regression (GPR)55,56, which is a supervised 
statistical learning method that optimizes an unknown function over a training set. GPR can be applied to 
a broad range of regression problems. It is a parameter-free approach (only hyper-parameters are used) 
and, therefore, a flexible representation that can accommodate any local PP shape. In addition, GPR does 
not restrict the search space in any optimization scheme. This also implies that no prior guess of a 
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parameterized functional form is required (although a starting point for the PP optimization is required). 
In GPR, only the kernel, which is a covariance function, is evaluated with hyper-parameters, which can 
be optimized as well. As a result, the GPR representation of a local PP is not tied to any particular method 
to generate data such as a specific DFT setup or measurements but it provides the possibility to optimize 
the local PP to yield accurate results with DFT for any material. GPR can, in principle, be used to 
construct the best possible local PP.  
This approach is used to construct a local PP of tin (Sn). Sn is an interesting material because it has 
many commercial applications and is, at the same time, a challenge for ab initio calculations due to its 
phase transition at 286 K at low pressure from α- to β-Sn (corresponding to a difference in energy per 
atom of only about 20 meV between β- and α-Sn). This small energy difference challenges computational 
methods (many DFT implementations compute a much larger phase energy difference) and can be a target 
for development efforts of more accurate theoretical methods and a better understanding of those.57 This 
is important when modeling phenomena involving phase transitions, such as lithiation of Sn for Li-ion 
batteries.58,59 Simulations of such phenomena of practical importance would also significantly benefit 
from large-scale simulations in particular with OF-DFT. The α and β-phases of Sn are shown in Figure 1. 
Further applications of Sn can be found in semiconductors such as in SiSn, GeSn and SnS2 alloys where 
it can be used for bandgap engineering of materials, in piezoelectric and infra-red devices.60–62 It is also 
used in commercially available superconducting magnets (e.g., Nb3Sn),
63,64 nuclear fuels (e.g. ZrySnx)
65,66 
and in optoelectronic devices67–69 as well as nanostructured materials,70,71 in addition to the earlier 
mentioned applications in Li-ion batteries.58,59 Providing a local PP of Sn for accurate computations of 
the physical and chemical properties of Sn and Sn alloys, including the Sn phase separations, could 
fundamentally accelerate further technological advances based on microscopic and mesoscopic Sn-
systems. 
In this study, we thus present new representation math for local PP based on GPR. We optimize the 
local PP for Sn empirically to reproduce reference data from experiments and DFT computations with 
NLPPs such as lattice constant, heat of formation, electronic valence density, eigenstates and relative 
cohesive energy between different phases of a material.  
Methods 
Gaussian process regression  
For the GPR representation of a local PP as a function y(x), we adopt GPR in the general form46,55,56 
 
?̅?~ 𝑁(0̅, 𝑘(?̅?, ?̅?)),       (3) 
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which expresses a joint multivalent Gaussian distribution N, where ?̅? is the vector of radial points of the 
local pseudopotential, ?̅? is the vector of the potential values at positions corresponding to ?̅?, 𝑘 is a 
covariance matrix measuring similarity between points in ?̅?. The distribution is assumed to have a mean 
of 0. (?̅?, ?̅?) constitute a training set. When the covariance matrix is determined on a training set of the 
data, for value y’ of any point (x’,y’) not included in the training set can be estimated as  
 
[
?̅?
𝑦′
] ~ 𝑁 (0̅,
𝑘(?̅?, ?̅?) ?̅?′𝑇(𝑥′, ?̅?)
?̅?′(?̅?, 𝑥′) 𝑘(𝑥′, 𝑥′)
)     (4) 
 
where ?̅? is a covariance vector of ?̅? and 𝑥’ and 𝑘 is simplify evaluating k locally on 𝑥’. An error interval 
(variance) can be estimated for (x’,y’)  according to 
 
     ∆𝑦′ = 𝑘 − ?̅?′𝑘−1?̅?′𝑇       (5) 
 
since a Gaussian distribution of 𝑦’ is assumed. Given (?̅?, ?̅?), GPR essentially produces Bayesian estimates 
of values at any x (which are later adapted as radial distances from the core of a pseudoatom). Therefore, 
it allows computing the value of the pseudopotential at any point in space without having a pre-determined 
functional form and avoids restrictions associated with it. Although Eq. (4) implies a continuous function 
for y’ (a weighted sum over functions k), its form is not pre-determined. Literature suggests that GP 
regression is as good or better than other universal approximators such as neural networks.45,72  
Fitting of local pseudopotentials with Gaussian processes regression 
The optimization of the local Sn PP is performed in four steps as described below and the generation of 
the potential (steps one and two) is illustrated in Figure 2. The initial guess of the local PP of Sn (Z=50) 
is obtained via interpolating previously published local PP of In (Z=49) and Sb (Z=51),73,74 see Figure 2 
(a). 
We use GPR implementation in the Scikit-learn package75 for Python. GPR is used to represent the non-
asymptotic region near the core: 
 
𝑉(𝑟) = 𝑉𝐺𝑃(𝑟)[1 − 𝜎(𝑟 − 𝑅𝑚)] +
𝑍𝑣
𝑟
𝜎(𝑟 − 𝑅𝑚)     (6) 
 
where Zv is the valence charge, VGP(r) is the GPR-represented function, 𝜎(𝑟) is a sigmoid switching 
function, 𝜎(𝑟) = (1 + tanh (𝑎𝑟)) 2⁄  with a = 1 Bohr-1, and Rm is the center of the switching function 
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between the core and the asymptotic regions. The switching function is shown in the inset of Figure 2(a). 
This ensures a smooth transition between the regions.  
The local PP is encoded by a set of values {𝑉𝐺𝑃(𝑟𝑖)}  with  𝑖 = 1, … . , 𝑛 on a (non-equidistant) set of 
points ri. These values form a parameter string. First, the potential values are rescaled so that the maximum 
and the minimum take values of +1 and -1, respectively. Then, a minimal set of training points {ri} is 
searched to represent the local PP with GPR. With an initial choice of n = 12 points, a random selection 
from r values on a fine grid (r =[0,16] Bohr with a resolution of 0.01 Bohr, giving a total N=1600 values) 
is made and the training values for the GP regression are read from the initial local PP at the n points. The 
fit of the potential values is obtained according to Eq. (3-5) with the radial basis function kernel  
 
𝑘(𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑗)  =  𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
‖𝑟𝑖−𝑟𝑗‖
2
𝛾2
)   (7)  
 
that measures the correlation between two points. Given the correlation function and the training set, the 
fitted potential is computed for all other points in 𝑟, .e.g., on the entire grid of 𝑁 points with GPR. The 
length scale γ of the kernel is optimized in a range from 0.3 to 2.0 to minimize the root-mean-square error 
(RMSE) which is evaluated as residual difference between the initial potential values (𝑉) and its fit (f) 
over all N points in 𝑟 as 
 
     𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √1 𝑁⁄ ∑ (𝑉(𝑟) − 𝑓(𝑟))2𝑖 .   (8) 
 
Preliminary tests to estimate the influence of small changes (errors) in the local PP on properties computed 
with DFT (see below) are performed. For this purpose, the interpolated local PP was modified with small 
contributions from a fit near the pseudo nucleus. Since a GP regression gives values 𝑉 for each training 
point 𝑟 and a value 𝑉 and error estimate ∆𝑉′ for all other points (𝑟’), a scaled ∆𝑉′ was added to the initial 
local PP at all 𝑟’ in an interval between two neighbored 𝑉’s near the potential minimum. This leads to a 
controlled modulation of RMSE with respect to the initial local PP. We find that a RMSE of less than 
1/5,000 Ha (later referred to as RMSE threshold) leads to negligible changes in the charge density and in 
changes in bulk properties. Examples of fits with different ∆𝑉′ are shown for several RMSE in Figure 2 
(b) and its inset. Similar values of RMSE relative to the energy range are known to yield accurate GP fits 
for other types of potentials such as potential energy surfaces.45 For the actual GPR fit of the local PP, the 
random selection of training points is repeated 20 times and if the RMSE threshold is not reached then, 
the number of training points is increased. This is repeated until the RMSE threshold is reached which is 
generally achieved with 30 to 60 training points in our fitting routine for the local PP of Sn. After 
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successful completion, this yields the GPR fit of the local PP and the training set, which is used in the 
next step.  
Potential variation 
In step two, an optimized local PP is searched through small changes in the data points of the determined 
training set with random-walk type variations of the training values ?̅? that are within a core region radius 
𝑅𝑚 from the pseudo core. Outside 𝑅𝑚, the PP should follow the asymptotic behavior of the Coulomb 
potential while inside 𝑅𝑚 the potential should mimic the interaction with core electrons (those that are 
not treated explicitly) and the unscreened nucleus on the valence electrons. For each 𝑟 within 𝑅𝑚, the 
corresponding 𝑉 is randomly (uniform distribution) changed by values between -0.05 and 0.05 Ha and a 
new modulated local PP is generated with the new set of data points that contains the modulated data pair 
via the same GPR routine as described above using the same 𝛾 as the initial fit. The new local PP is tested 
to confirm that it has only small changes from the initial fit 𝑓. The RMSE between 𝑓 and the modulated 
local PP must be less than 0.4 Ha and all points of the new local PP are within a band spanning a region 
of ± 0.2 Ha around 𝑓 at each point 𝑟.  If these conditions are not fulfilled, a new fit is started. Otherwise, 
the new potentials are rescaled from the range [-1,1] back to the original scale.  Figure 2 (c) shows a fit 
of the initial potential with more than 60 data points resulting in a fit with a RMSE less than 1/5,000 Ha 
and the new potential that is modified at its minimum. This step results in several modulated local PPs 
that is equal to the number of training points within 𝑅𝑚.  
Density Functional Theory computations 
In step three, DFT calculations on α-, β-Sn and a single atom Sn are performed for each generated local 
PP. The DFT calculations are plane-wave based and performed with the Abinit code.76–80  The Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional81 is used. The self-consistent field cycle was 
stopped when the energy reached convergence taken as energy difference of less than 3×10-8 eV is reached 
in two consecutive iterations. Single point calculations for single atom systems, i.e., fixed geometry, as 
well as volume and ionic relaxations for bulk systems, were performed. When structure optimizations 
were allowed, volume relaxations were performed until all forces on the atoms were less than 1.0×10-3 
eV/Å and isotropic pressure was below 10-4 GPa.  
Fermi-Dirac smearing was used as broadening function with σ = 50 meV as broadening parameter if 
not stated otherwise. Because we are aiming to reproduce bulk material properties using local PPs with 
high accuracy to reference data, e.g., valence density distributions, convergence criteria are of critical 
importance. The k-point sampling the Brillouin-zone of the bulk materials used the Monkhorst-Pack 
scheme and the sampling uses a k-point density corresponding to at least 𝑘 × 𝑎0 = 33 Å (𝑘 being the 
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number of k-points and 𝑎0 the length of a lattice vector). For the single atom calculations, only the Γ-
point and a box size of 12×12×12 Å are used. The plane wave cutoff was 1,600 eV. This computational 
setup yields well-converged physical quantities, including density contributions with non/semi-local PPs.   
 
                 
 
Figure 1. Unit cells of β-Sn (left, Materials Project85 structure ID mp-88) and α-Sn (right, Materials Project 
structure ID mp-117). 
The initial unit cell parameters of α- and β-Sn are taken from experimental references.82–84 The initial 
structure of α-Sn is a cubic unit cell with a lattice constant of 6.48 Å and the initial β-Sn structure 
(tetragonal lattice) with lattice constants 𝑎0 = 5.82 and 𝑐0 = 3.18 Å. These values also serve as reference 
values for the structures of the optimized unit cells in the GPR-optimization scheme. The structures are 
shown in Figure 1. 
Several SLPPs are used to compute reference properties of α and β-Sn. We use Abinit’s Fritz-Haber 
Institute Troullier-Martins86 (FHI), the Goedecker-Teter-Hutter87 (GTH), and the optimized norm-
conserving Vanderbilt80 (ONV) SLPPs. These potentials are semi-local in the orbital channel (i.e. 
momentum space) while they are local in real space. The FHI and the GTH PPs have the same valence-
electron configuration for Sn, i.e. four electrons in the 5th electronic shell, as our to-be-optimized local PP 
of Sn. The ONV PP is another SLPP which accounts for 14 electrons including valence and semi-core 
electrons in a Sn atom. The additional semi-core electrons should result in a more accurate description of 
physical and chemical properties based on the electronic states, e.g. mildly affecting the lattice constants 
and the cohesive energies used as reference data. However, the (pseudo) valence density obtained with 
the ONV is not directly comparable to the one computed with our local-PP or the other two SLPPs. The 
chosen SLPPs provide an estimate of accuracy for physical properties computed with the GPR-optimized 
local PP, e.g., the valence-only density distribution of single atoms or bulk materials additionally to values 
that can be compared to experimental values such as lattice constant and put that accuracy in perspective.  
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Evaluation of the accuracy of the local pseudopotential 
In step four, the computed DFT properties of α-, β- and the single atom Sn are evaluated for each of the 
newly generated local PPs. The relative errors of computed lattice constants of the bulk structure are 
evaluated according to 
 
𝐴 = ∑ ‖𝑎𝑖 − ?̃?𝑖‖𝑖 /?̃?𝑖     (8) 
 
where 𝑎𝑖 is the computed lattice constant of direction i and ?̃?𝑖 is an experimental/theoretical reference 
value. The electron density of the unit cells and the single atom calculation are computed on a grid of 1283 
points. The density difference (∆ρ) between the same structures computed with different PP is evaluated 
according to  
 
     ∆𝜌 = ∑ ‖𝜌𝑖,𝑗,𝑙 − ?̃?𝑖,𝑗,𝑙‖
𝐴𝑙𝑙
𝑖,𝑗,𝑙 / ∑ ?̃?𝑖,𝑗,𝑙
𝐴𝑙𝑙
𝑖,𝑗,𝑙    (9) 
 
where 𝜌 and ?̃? are the densities obtained with a local and a SLPP, respectively. Their difference is taken 
at all grid points defined by their principal components 𝑖, 𝑗 and 𝑙, which are evaluated over the three lattice 
directions over all points of the 1283 grid, respectively. The difference in the eigenvalue spectrum (∆𝜉) is 
evaluated relative to the valence band maximum (VBM). Then, the energy separation between the 
computed states over momentum space is  
 
     ∆𝜉 = ∑ ‖𝜀𝑖,𝑘 − 𝜀𝑖,𝑘‖
𝑁,𝐾
𝑖,𝑘 / ∑ ‖𝜀?̃?,𝑘‖
𝑁,𝐾
𝑖,𝑘    (10) 
 
where 𝜀𝑖,𝑘 and 𝜀?̃?,𝑘 are computed and reference values, respectively, of the i
th eigenvalue at the kth k-point 
of the Brillouin zone of the occupied spectrum. For the eigenvalues of single atom calculations, the 
summation over k-points is dropped in Eq. (10). Additionally, the summations include the conduction 
band minimum (CBM) to also take into account the bandgap (in -Sn). The absolute cohesive energy per 
atom 𝐸𝑎
𝑐 (that is an approximation of the heat of formation neglecting entropy and vibrations) of a material 
is computed as the total energy difference between the unit cell of the material and all its single atom 
components according to 
 
𝐸𝑎
𝑐 =
𝐸𝑀
𝑛
− 𝐸𝑠     (11) 
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where 𝐸𝑀 is the total energy of the simulation cell with n atoms and 𝐸𝑆  is the energy of an isolated Sn 
atom. The relative cohesive energy (or formation energy) 𝐸𝑟
𝑐, e.g., between phases p1 and p2 (e.g. between 
α- and β-Sn), is computed as total energy difference per atom of these structures according to 
 
     𝐸𝑟
𝑐 = 𝜁𝑝2 − 𝜁𝑝1     (12) 
 
where 𝜁𝑝1 and 𝜁𝑝2 are the total energies per atom for phase p1 and phase p2, respectively. The difference 
of relative cohesive energy (𝛹) due to use of different PPs is computed as 
 
     𝛹 = 𝐸𝑟
𝑐 − ?̃?𝑟
𝑐       (14) 
 
where ?̃?𝑟
𝑐 is a reference value (such as with the semi-local FHI PP or an experimental value). 
Finally, the local PP of Sn is updated with one of its modulations if the penalty function P defined as 
 
𝑃 = √𝜔1𝛹2 + 𝜔2(𝐸𝑎
𝑐 − 𝐸𝑎
𝑐,𝑒𝑥𝑝)
2
+ + ∑ (𝜔𝑗,3∆𝜉𝑗
2 + 𝜔𝑗,4𝐴𝑗
2 + 𝜔𝑗,5∆𝜌𝑗
2)𝑗  (15) 
 
is lowered. Here, the summation over j includes all phases of Sn and the single atom configuration while 
𝜔𝑖 are weights (which are deemed to have units of the inverse of respective terms). The weights were 
chosen to make all terms in the sum have similar order of magnitude. This is so that their relative errors 
are comparable. For instance, a density difference of 2% should result in a summand of comparable 
magnitude to that due to a lattice mismatch of 2%, or to an error in absolute cohesive energy that, based 
on the DFT results, can be in the order of 100 meV. This form takes into account the density residuals in 
the bulk materials and in an isolated atom, the relative and absolute cohesive energies, the residual in the 
eigenvalue spectrum and the difference in lattice vectors.  
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Figure 2. (a) Interpolation of the local Sn PP from the local PP of In and Sb73,88 and comparison to the 
local PP of Si.36 The inset shows a possible switching function between core and valence, i.e., asymptotic 
region. (b) Standard deviation (∆𝑉′) and GPR fit of the local Sn PP that is scaled to potential values 
between 1 and -1 to perform the GP fit and then rescaled for plotting. The training points {r,V} are given 
of the fit with RMSE < 10−1 while the inset shows the training points {r,V} for RMSE < 10−5. (c) Plot 
of a GPR fit of the local Sn PP potential with RMSE < 10−5 (blue curve) and one of the modified PP 
(black curve) for which the change (green curve) was multiplied by 10. The inset shows a magnification 
of the modified training point and the resulting changes in the local PP. Rm is at 4 Bohr. RMSE reported 
in Ha. 
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Results and discussion 
Interpolated local PP of Sn 
The interpolated local PP of Sn is shown in Figure 2 (a), together with the local PP of Sb and In (that 
are used for the interpolation) in addition to the PP of Si, for comparison. The PP of Si appears to be 
similar to the one of Sn because the PP of these elements have a similar valence configuration between. 
Beyond 𝑟 = 4 Bohr, the local PPs of Si and of Sn follow a similar asymptotic behavior while displaying 
differences in the core region due to different core sizes (taken as Rm). In the core region, the minimum 
of Si’s PP is by about 0.4 Bohr closer to the core (and slightly deeper) and with a larger maximum at the 
core resulting in a steeper potential slope. Similarities between the local PP of Sn and the local PPs of In 
and Sb, that are a minimum at ca. 1.6 Bohr, a potential value close to 0 at the core and a similar asymptotic 
behaviour at large r, are imparted to the interpolation.  
Consequently, charge densities obtained with the local Sn PP experience weaker potential-based 
repulsion from the core at distances between 0 to ca 1 Bohr, and a reduced attraction between 1 and 2 
Bohr. At distances larger than 2 Bohr, the local potentials of Sn and Si are very similar to each other. This 
agrees with a somewhat larger spatial extension of the valence wavefunctions of Sn compared to the ones 
of Si as well as the larger atomic radii (𝑟𝑎(Si) = 2.32 Å  and 𝑟𝑎(Sn) = 2.48 Å).
89 Therefore, the initial 
guess of a local PP of Sn taken as interpolation of the local PP of Sb and In is, at least qualitatively, 
reasonable and a valid starting point for our empirical optimization scheme. While the qualitative picture 
drawn by the potential appears promising, quantitative results, such as phase ordering and cohesive 
energy, obtained with the interpolated local PP of Sn demonstrate the need for substantial improvements, 
as shown below.  
GPR PP of Sn 
The final GPR-optimized PP of Sn is shown in Figure 3. Two PPs are shown, labeled LPPv1 and LPPv2. 
Because a well-defined criterion to select a radius that splits the core from the valence region for local 
pseudopotentials is missing, we test two different values for Rm and compare the effect on the GPR-
optimized local PP. We choose 4 Bohr for one of the local PP (LPPv1), while 8 Bohr allows a more 
flexible optimization of the other local PP (LPPv2). Besides this difference, the same optimization 
process, including taking the initial guess as interpolated PP, was used. 
Both GPR-optimized PPs are very similar to each other. The most noticeable differences are in three 
regions, as highlighted by the insets of Figure 3: 1.5 to 1.9 Bohr, 3 to 4 Bohr and 6.0 to 6.6 Bohr. The 
largest difference is in the middle region (3 to 4 Bohr). This region marks the center of the switching 
function for LPPv1. Hence, this feature is suppressed for LPPv1, which also applies to the outer region 
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(6.0 to 6.6 Bohr), while the difference seen in the inner part might partly compensate for other effects. It 
should be highlighted that the near-core region (ca. r < 1 Bohr) is barely affected.  
Structure, energies and phase ordering of  and  tin  
In Table 1, we compare the computed lattice constants of α- and β-Sn, and the relative and absolute 
cohesive energies for the semi-local PPs, i.e. FHI, GTH and ONV, to the results obtained with the 
interpolated local PP, and the GPR-optimized PPs, as well as to experimental values. In addition, values 
computed with the VASP package90,91 are taken from the Materials Project.85    
The SLPPs overestimate the lattice constant of α-Sn by ca. 3 %. This is an expected result due to the 
employed PBE exchange-correlation functional, as it is confirmed by all-electron calculations employing 
a full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave and local orbitals method used in Ref. 92 by Haas et al., 
where a lattice constant of α-Sn is reported to be 6.66 Å, is 2.6 % larger than the experimental value.  
Surprisingly, the interpolated local PP yields a much better agreement of the lattice constant for both α- 
and β-Sn, with agreement better than 99 %, than some of the SLPPs. Also, the GPR-optimized LPPs yield 
very good (LPPv2) and acceptable (LPPv1) lattice constants for Sn. The max. rel. errors are 3.26 % for 
LPPv1 and 2.4 % for LPPv2. Still, the well-reproduced experimental lattice constants obtained by the 
local PPs might be misleading and, to some amount, artificially counteracting intrinsic limitations of the 
employed exchange-correlation functional. 
 
Figure 3. The shape of two GPR optimized local pseudopotential of Sn with different 𝑅𝑚. 
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Table 1. Comparison of experimental and computed reference values for α- and β-Sn lattice parameters 
a0 and c0, the cohesive energy of α-Sn 𝐸𝑎
𝑐 and relative cohesive energy of β- vs α-Sn 𝐸𝑟
𝑐 to computed 
values obtained with different SLPPs (FHI, GTH and ONV), the interpolated local PP, and the GPR-
optimized  LPPs. The most accurate values obtained with the local PP are highlighted in bold font. 
    a (Å) c (Å) 𝐸𝑎
𝑐 (eV) 𝐸𝑟
𝑐 (meV) 
Exp./Ref. values 
α-Sn 6.46  – 6.4912  -- -3.14 
20 
β-Sn 5.8197  - 5.8316 3.1749 - 3.1815   
      
FHI 
α-Sn 6.64 -- -3.5 
13 
β-Sn 5.97 3.14  
      
GTH* 
α-Sn 6.67 -- -3.43 
39 
β-Sn 5.90  3.22  
      
ONV* 
α-Sn 6.66 -- -3.46 
40 
β-Sn 5.93 3.23  
      
PAWa 
α-Sn 6.65 -- -- 
47 
β-Sn 5.93 3.22  
      
FP-(L)APW+lo92 α-Sn 6.66 -- -- -- 
      
Interpolated local 
PPb,* 
α-Sn 6.50 (0.2%) -- 
-3.51 
(11.7%) 
134  
  
β-Sn  5.86 (0.5%) 3.19 (0.3%)   
      
GPR PP (LPPv1)* 
α-Sn 
β-Sn 
6.51 (0.3%) 
6.02 (3.3%) 
-- 
3.28 (3.1%) 
-3.36 
(6.5%) 
-3 
      
GRP PP (LPPv2) * 
α-Sn 
β-Sn 
6.47 (-0.3%) 
5.97 (2.4%) 
-- 
3.26 (2.5%) 
-3.45 
(9.9 %) 
43 
a Data taken from Ref 57. 
b Taken as an interpolation from the local pseudopotential of In and Sb.73,88 
*Computed with k × a0 of ca. 80 Å for bulk systems and with σ=5 meV. 
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All semi-local and local PP here yield  𝐸𝑎
𝑐 values between -3.5 and -3.4 eV, which are overestimating 
the experimental binding strength (-3.14 eV) by ca. 0.4 eV. The relative cohesive energies 𝐸𝑟
𝑐  computed 
with the SLPP have values between 13 to 50 meV. These values agree relatively well to the experimental 
value of ca. 20 meV. The interpolated local PP, however, computes a value of 134 meV, which is 
unacceptably overestimated by more than 100 meV. Nonetheless, it must be acknowledged that the 
relative order of α- and β-Sn phases is computed correctly; that is, α-Sn is more stable than β-Sn (below 
286 K). In contrast, the GPR-optimized local PP of Sn obtained relative cohesive energies being much 
closer to the reference: -2 meV for LPPv1 and 41 meV for LPPv2. While the former result is qualitatively 
wrong, i.e., β-Sn is more stable than α-Sn at low temperatures, the latter result is of similar accuracy as 
the ones computed with SLPPs. In fact, LPPv2 obtained the best agreement among the tested local PP for 
phase ordering while maintaining excellent agreement in the lattice constants. A value of about 40 meV 
for 𝐸𝑟
𝑐 was also reported with the PBE functional when using different (KS) DFT codes and basis types. 
57 Considering the technical and physical restrictions given by the local nature of the potential, this result 
is encouraging. In addition, LPPv2 yields an absolute cohesive energy that is still comparable to the ones 
obtained by other pseudopotentials and the PAW method. These points indicate that LPPv2 might be very 
suitable for simulations of structural properties and processes than the other local PPs. It should be noted 
that these results are obtained for denser k-point sampling (k × a0 of ca. 80 Å) since the convergence of 
the total energy of less than 1 meV for β-Sn requires 17×17×17 k-points for the primitive unit cell, while 
structure parameters converge with significantly sparser k-point densities. 
Band structures of  and  tin 
The densities of states (DOS) obtained with a GPR-optimized local PP (LPPv1) employing the 
tetrahedron integration method of the Brillouin zone93 are shown in Figure 4 for α- and β-Sn. Band 
structures are also shown. For comparison, the electronic structure obtained with the semi-local ONV and 
GTH PP are given. α-Sn has was characteriszed as zero-bandgap semiconductor94, while other earlier 
experiments results also reported for α-Sn is 0.08 eV95.Besides this difference, it is clear that an accurate 
PP should produce a similar value (a zero or at least a very small bandgap)  with a reasonable electronic 
broadening. 
The SLPPs (GTH and ONV) yield almost identical DOSs and band structures for both α- and β-Sn. For 
these two PPs, α-Sn is computed to have no bandgap. For LPPv1, the band structure is qualitatively correct 
for both phases, and main features in the DOS and in the band diagram are well reproduced compared to 
the results obtained with the semi-local pseudopotentials. By comparison, the local PP based electronic 
structures show a contraction of states that increases with distance to the Fermi energy. Interestingly, a 
bandgap opens in -Sn when computed by LPPv1 and LPPv2. LPPv1 computes a direct bandgap of 0.13 
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eV for α-Sn, which is in satisfactory agreement with the experimental value of 0.08 eV reported by Ewald 
et al.. However, LPPv2 yields an increased energy gap at the Γ-point, see Figure 5. Besides, α-Sn changes 
with LPPv2 to an indirect bandgap material with a valence band maximum at Γ and a conduction band 
minimum at L. The indirect bandgap is 0.68 eV and direct bandgap is 0.93 eV. This is only slightly 
different from the values obtained with the interpolated potential, i.e. 0.63 and 0.82 eV for indirect and 
direct bandgap, respectively. Also, the DOS and band structure of β-Sn is contracted for the local PPs 
when compared to SLPPs. The difference in band structure for β-Sn, which is correctly metallic for both 
optimized versions of the local PP (and the SLPPs), is small when computed with LPPv1 and LPPv2. 
These results indicate that electronic properties are better reproduced with LPPv1 between these local 
PPs. 
 
Figure 4. a) The band structure and b) the density of states of -Sn obtained with the GPR fitted local 
pseudopotentials (LPPv1) in comparison to those obtained with the GTH and ONV pseudopotentials. c) 
The band structure and d) the density of states of -Sn obtained with the GPR fitted local pseudopotentials 
(LPPv1) in comparison to those obtained with the GTH and ONV pseudopotentials.  
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Figure 5. Comparison of band structures of α- and β-Sn obtained with LPPv1 and LPPv2. The band 
structures are aligned at the Fermi energy. 
 
Electron densities 
Table 2 compares the relative density difference for a selected phase computed as  𝛿𝜌 =
∫(?̃?𝑎(𝑟) − ?̃?𝑏(𝑟))𝑑𝑉,  where  ?̃?𝑖 are normalized densities computed with two different potentials, 
indicated by the indices a and b, that can be semi-local or local PP with the same number of valence 
electrons. As a reference density cannot be reliably defined among all the pseudopotentials considered, 
we compute differences in density between all pairs of pseudopotentials.  
For α-Sn, the SLPPs show little differences in density (less than 2 %). As expected, the interpolated 
PP has a larger difference compared to the SLPPs’ results. This is partly compensated during the 
optimization of LPPv1, which reduces the difference from about 5% to about 3%. In contrast, the larger 
Rm in LPPv2 and the resulting modification in potential shape increases density residuals (4%). The results 
follow, in general, similar trends in densities of β-Sn; however, LPPv2 results in densities closer to those 
of SLPP than LPPv1.  
Interestingly, the FHI PP and the interpolated PP produce very similar charge densities for β-Sn. It 
should be mentioned that the larger charge density changes could be a result of the mismatch between 
lattice constants obtained with the SLPP and the one computed by our local PP. Since the calculations use 
the same exchange-correlation functional and assuming that the SLPP is about as accurate as all-electron 
calculations, and since the optimization strives to match the experimental lattice constant (Eq. 15), the 
resulting electronic density belongs to a slightly compressed solid even if the experimental lattice constant 
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is matched by the GPR-optimized PP compared to the SLPPs’ results. Indeed, the charge density 
difference between GTH PP and LPPv2 PP reduces from 5% to 3.8% for α-Sn if the LPPv2 PP determined 
lattice constant is imposed on the GTH PP charge density calculation. 
Single atom properties 
It is also interesting to note that the properties of the isolated atoms reflect the insights from bulk 
calculations. The single atom density differences are also given in Table 2. Differences among SLPPs are 
small, less than 2%. This also applies to those among LPPs. In contrast, the differences are much larger 
(2-3%) when comparing LPPs and SLPPs. However, the density is surprisingly best reproduced by the 
interpolated LPP, which could be a consequence of the optimization scheme that averages over the 
property reproducibility from bulk and from single atom calculations. It hence increases accuracy for bulk 
materials while allowing a reduced accuracy for a single atom. 
The eigenvalue spectrum gives information on the electronic structure. There are four electrons in a 
single Sn pseudoatom that occupy four states, of which three are degenerate. Due to the computational 
occupation scheme, two electrons are equally occupying the latter three degenerated states and two the 
other one, which is deeper in energy for all tested potentials, corresponding to 5p and 5s states in Sn, 
respectively. Hence the energy of the triple-degenerated states and the one directly above them define 
here the energy gap. ONV computed an energy gap between these levels of 3.2 eV, SLPPs of 3.0 eV and 
the LPPs 3.2 to 3.1 eV where the interpolated LPP obtained the largest and the LPPv1 the smallest energy 
gap. These values match reasonably well. This agrees with the insights from the bulk property analysis; 
that is: LPPv1 reproduces electronic properties the best (measured on SLPP results) among the here tested 
LPPs. Also, a contraction of electronic states was observed. The contraction increases with distance to the 
highest occupied molecular orbital. This contraction reaches ca. 1.1 eV for the occupied states 
corresponding to the 5s orbital in a single Sn atom all LPPs.  
Overall, generating an accurate local pseudopotential is a complex task for which a simple 
representation of a one-dimensional function is a severe limitation that is expressed through the, in 
principle, required knowledge of a general functional form, which is here avoided by using GPR, and 
furthermore complicated through at least three degrees of freedom during PP construction/optimization: 
that are the separation radius between core and valence region, the number of electrons included as 
valence states (which should be minimized) and the physical quantities for which the potential is being 
optimized.  
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Table 2. Relative density differences 𝛿𝜌 between densities obtained with different semi-local and the 
interpolated local PP for α- and β-Sn computed with σ=5 meV and a dense k-point mesh (k × a0 of ca. 80 
Å). 
  FHI GTH Interpolated 
local PP 
GPR PP 
(LPPv1) 
GPR PP 
(LPPv2) 
α-Sn FHI N.A. 1.92 % 3.37 % 2.85 % 3.86  % 
GTH 1.92 % N.A. 4.60 % 4.14 % 5.06 % 
Interpolated 
local PPa 
3.37 % 4.60 % N.A. 0.82 % 0.74 % 
 LPPv1 2.85 % 4.14 % 0.82 % N.A. 1.11 % 
 LPPv2 3.86 % 5.06 % 0.74  % 1.11 % N.A. 
β-Sn FHI N.A. 2.78 % 1.72 % 4.28 % 2.80 % 
GTH 2.78 % N.A. 4.16 % 3.02 % 2.55 % 
Interpolated 
local PPa 
1.72 % 4.16 % N.A. 5.66 % 4.01 % 
 LPPv1 4.28 % 3.02 % 5.66 % N.A. 1.67 % 
 LPPv2 2.80 % 2.55 % 4.01 % 1.67 % N.A. 
 
 
Single 
atom 
FHI N.A. 1.56 % 2.05 % 2.52 % 2.50 % 
GTH 1.56 % N.A. 2.45 % 2.86 % 2.88 % 
Interpolated 
local PPa 
2.05 % 2.45 % N.A. 0.63 % 0.56 % 
LPPv1 2.52 % 2.86 % 0.63 % N.A. 0.18 % 
LPPv2 2.50 % 2.88 % 0.56 % 0.18 % N.A. 
a Taken as an interpolation from local pseudopotential of In and Sb.73,88 
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Besides showing that structural and electronic properties can be simultaneously used to optimize a 
local PP and employing new representation math (GPR), we demonstrate that the core-valence separation 
radius can have a significant impact on electronic (bandgap), charge density and energetic properties 
(relative cohesive energy) while structural features are less affected. Especially, the charge density is a 
fundamental part of future OF-DFT developments and great caution needs to be taken in the pursue of 
accurate local PP and more accurate KEFs as the here presented results show that charge density 
differences can be as twice as large compared to differences seen among semi-local pseudopotentials.  
Conclusion 
We present a new representation of local pseudopotentials, that is Gaussian Processes, i.e. a regression 
method known in the framework of machine learning, on the example of tin (Sn). With this new 
representation, we yield bulk material properties of the accuracy and precision previously only reported 
with non/semi-local pseudopotentials. Gaussian Processes has the advantage of being independent of a 
functional form including empirical parameters and it provides in combination with variational methods 
a direct way to optimize local pseudopotentials beyond most restrictions from DFT. These points are 
essential for i) further development of local-pseudopotential and ii) for the developing Kinetic Energy 
Functionals used in Orbital-Free Density-Functional Theory.  
Errors in observables, including charge density, computed with local pseudopotentials can be related to 
two main effects: (i) the inadequacy of the LPP approximation itself, (ii) the non-optimality of the LPP 
shape. This work helps address (ii); while the LPPs produced here are likely improvable, with GPR, it is 
in principle possible to obtain the best possible LPP shape. We therefore hope that the use of GPR in 
particular and of non-parametric machine learning techniques in general will become a fruitful avenue for 
the production of local pseudopotentials for Orbital-free DFT. 
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